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business
By Anne-Marie Charrett

The installer: A crucially important cog and the the first piece of your organisation’s software the user sees

Testing the installer
By Brian J. Noggle
If your organization builds desktop applications, especially ones for consumers to install on their own computers,
you probably provide an InstallShield
or other wizard designed to unpack
and install the application. Your organisation takes great pride in its application, or at least it hopes the application
is good enough to earn its keep; hence,
your company might dedicate minutes
or even whole hours to testing the application. However, somewhere at the

end of the process, your company, as an
afterthought, creates the installer, an application in itself, and probably releases
that application, the first piece of your
organisation’s software the user sees,
with little or no testing from Quality Assurance professionals.
I realize that this is the second
decade of the 21st century. Some of you
think that the desktop application is akin
to the Model A Ford, and your organisation’s Web-based solutions are the revolutionary Model T. Regardless, many of
those advanced Tin Lizzies also use an

installer, albeit one that’s designed to unpack onto a Web server. Although this
article will talk in the metaphor of the
desktop world, you can take some of its
ideas, translate them into Web 2.4.1 lingo
to sell them to your organisation, and apply the teachings to your situation.
Installers Qua Applications
Commonly, installers perform some or
all of the following steps:
Continued on page 2
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People are a messy lot. They
do annoying things like having
their own opinions; they differ
on what matters, most often
driven by different values and
motivators. They have contradictory desires. I’ve even
known people to change their
minds occasionally!
And here we are in
software development trying to
solve problems for these people
in clear and clinical ways. Intentionally we remove the messy,
crazy, conflicting drama called
life, and instead put down in
black and white a list of synthetic “requirements” that are
supposed to somehow fulfil the
needs faced.
And then, when it
comes to software testing, we
are supposed to look at these
requirements and somehow
give our tick of approval. All
problems solved, see? Requirements have been met and delivered on time and on budget!
You quickly discover
the unfortunate reality that in
many organisations software
testing is not really about finding bugs or providing knowledge. A software tester’s role
in many of these companies is
more about providing “peace of
mind” than anything else.
These testers live by
the unwritten law of software
testing. These laws can be sumContinued on page 3
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•

•
•
•
•

Check the system resources, particularly the
hard drive but also the operating system and other dependencies, to ensure the computer can run
the installed application.
Offer the user the chance to choose the location
for the installation and to make any customizations to the installed software.
Ask the user to enter a validation number or
unique identifier.
Ask the user to register the software online so
that he or she has access to the latest marketing
materials your company offers.
Tries to trick the user into installing the Yahoo!
Toolbar by either hiding that option as the only
customization and/or opting to do it by default.

Even though the installer does limited tasks, just by
looking through the bullet points above you can begin to imagine tests designed to confirm the installer
does what it should and tests designed to see what the
installer does when the user steps off the happy path.
Testing System Resources
Within this category, I include not only the hardware
specifications your application might require, but also
software dependencies such as the operating system
or other applications that your application extends (for
example, if you’re offering an Eclipse plug-in, the existence of Eclipse itself). Of course, if your installer
does not check for dependencies, hey, good luck to
your users. Otherwise, you might want to test:
•
•
•

•

What if the user installs on an operating system
not supported, such as Windows ME?
What happens if your user tries to install to a
hard disk without enough space available?
What happens if your user tries to install to a
hard disk that has enough space available when
your installer checks it, but then does not have
enough space available when the installer actually tries to write the files to disk? (This test is
especially devious.)
Does the service pack level matter when the user
tries to install the application? Will it work in
Windows XP without any service packs, or does
it expect SP2? Worse, what happens when your
application is written to work on SP2, but Microsoft releases SP3?

•
•

•

•
•

•

Other Things To Consider

•
•

and the data from the old version?
Find out what happens if you install the application over incomplete installations.
Hopefully your installer tidies up if the user aborts
the installation with the cancel button, too.
Reconfiguring and Removing the Software

The installer application often allows the user, after
installation, the chance to add/remove components
of the software and/or to remove the software from
the system. It’s easier to overlook testing out these
functions of your installer because, face it, in many
cases your organization does basic testing on the installer when installing to test environments, demonstration sites, evaluation customers, and beta testers.
You find these uninstall functions either in
the program group for your installed software or
in the Windows Add/Remove Software applet (or
equivalent). You might want to make a run through
these functions to check:
•
•
•

•

The preceding sections discussed various tasks that
the installer performs. However, as part of testing
the installer, you should consider basic application

Make sure the text on these panels is correct.
If you can add components of the software, ensure that the installer correctly adds the components you select.
If you remove components, make sure that the
components no longer appear and that the other
components still work as expected, that is, that
the installer did not take away too much.
Make sure that removing the software removes
the software, replaces any changed DLLs, and
removes folders and data from the system.
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behaviour and appearance as well.
•
•

If you ask your dev team what should happen in
many of these circumstances, they might manufacture an answer on the spot. However, you might find
unexpected results in many of the cases regardless of
what a developer might tell you just to make you go
away. You should test.
Testing System Customization
The larger your application is, undoubtedly, the
more the user can customize the installed components. This will provide a very diverse set of pathways to test and might extend beyond what you have
time to test. At the very least, you should check the
behaviour of your application when the user alters
the default file path. Some items to look at include:

What happens if the user tries to install to a
mapped network drive? How about a thumb
drive or portable hard drive?
Does the installer handle the file system naming
conventions of the system to which you’re installing? Whereas in the olden days of yore, eldritch
installers had to accommodate 8.3 filenames,
these days this can be limited to only making sure
that the user can or cannot enter spaces and other
potentially prohibited characters in paths according to operating system limitations.
Does the application make sure that the folder/directory exists and appropriately behave if it does
not? Proper behaviour can include offering to
make the folder or alerting the user.
What happens if the chosen folder is deleted by a
user before the installer writes the files? (Do you
see how my nefarious mind works?)
Does the installation or omission of a selected
component ensure that its files are and are not installed? You might need to get a list of the expected files that the installer writes to the computer for
each check box the wizard offers and check, or at
least spot check, to ensure the installer writes only
the appropriate files for each option you select.
If you allow the user to type a filename and path
instead of forcing him to use a file chooser, does
the edit box handle bad strings? Is the maximum
length enforced?

•

•

Make sure that the text is spelled correctly and
the grammar is appropriate and consistent.
Review the actual terms of the license agreement. Too often, lazy developers swipe and
paste this text from other sources and just
change the company name in them. I’m not asking you to make a full legal analysis of this—if
you can, you should pressure the organization to
do that—but you might spot something worth
complaining about within the text such as incorrect addresses or wrong version numbers. If the
developer swiped and pasted, strange characters
might display. Knock those out.
Make sure that the Back and Next buttons enable
properly and that the steps of the wizard retain information you enter where possible.Web-based installers probably will not support this behaviour well.
Find out what happens if you install the application over an old version of the software. Does
it retain customizations made to the old version

•

•

Make sure that other applications on the machine work as expected, that is, that your uninstallation has not removed core files required by
other applications on the system.
Discover what happens when you install your
application to the system after you have removed
the application from the same system.
Conclusion

In most organizations, the installation application is a
mere coda to the great symphony of the base application development. However, your users will use that
coda first. If the installer does not work, works incorrectly or contains design flaws or misspellings that will
cause the user to distrust your application, its failure
might discredit your software and your organization.
If you have any time at all, you should look
at the installer with an eye to its quality and test it as
completely as you can. It is, after all, an application,
and often one designed and developed with less forethought than your organization’s flagship software. □

“Out of clutter, find simplicity; from discord, find harmony; in the middle of difficulty, lies opportunity.” ~Albert Einstein - (Michael Larsen)
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marised up in the maxim: See no evil, Hear no evil,
Speak no evil.
See no Evil
Testers are encouraged not to look beyond their
comfort zone. Instead they are encouraged to see as
much as people feel is acceptable. How do you know
if your company does this? Here are some examples
that come to mind:
•
•
•
•
•
•

You are only to test to requirements, and you accept that as pragmatic.
You must test to a process, straying from the
process is outside the agreed scope.
You are not involved in the requirements gathering .
You limit your testing because of complexity.
As a test manager your role is to supply metrics
that can be used out of context.
Your developers tell you not to worry about detail, so you don’t.
Hear No Evil

It’s human nature; people mostly hear what they
want to hear. As you read this article, you are probably picking the bits that you like. But as a software
tester you need to listen not only for the spoken,
but also for the unspoken. You know your company
hears no evil when:
•
•
•

Your input as a software tester has no impact on
the quality of software delivered.
Your test manager hasn’t heard of Exploratory
Testing and is familiar only with the V model.
It thinks that ISEB is the only appropriate learning a tester could have.
Speak No Evil

Most people tend not to speak out against the status
quo. I think it takes a special person to do so. Most
of us either don’t care enough, or don’t have what it
takes to speak out. I really understand this as I’m not
the most assertive person on the planet!
But I do believe that speaking out is vitally
important. Firstly, when you speak out, you realise
you are not alone. I notice this in meetings. Try asking an obvious or “stupid” question next time you’re
in a meeting and then sit back and watch people.
Most of them are listening intently to the answer!
They didn’t know either! They wanted to ask that
question but didn’t want to look stupid. People are
afraid to speak out.
You may know you’re working in a Speak
No Evil company if one of following happens:
•
•
•
•

You release software even though you are uneasy about the depth of testing performed.
You fail to raise risks and issues because you
don’t want to speak out about problems.
You are not encouraged to speak out by your
peers.
You fail to raise unwanted problems as they’re
too hard to solve.
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I’m sure you can add a few of your own to these lists!
I’ll let you into a little secret. I know these
things because I’ve worked in these companies and
I’ve closed my eyes, ears and mouth to the problems
I have seen happening around me.
It wasn’t lack of interest. Initially as a junior
software tester, I was like a mad puppy looking for
problems, not only in software but also in design and
management. Gradually though, I realised that most
people were not interested in solving the obvious big
problems, but rather wanted to know the easy ones
they could fix. One of the first lessons I was taught,
was how to narrow my scope in testing.
I learnt that not everybody wanted me to
point out ambiguities in requirements or the impossibility of testing within ridiculous timeframes. I learnt
the art of keeping my mouth shut and so gradually I
came around to accepting that this was modus operandi. I bought into the traditional solutions of fixed
process and the unspoken code of mutual complicity.
I started testing to the limits instead of beyond them.
After all, who was I to try and change the world?
Times have changed. I’m less prepared to
concede where once I felt I had no other option.
There are a couple of reasons for this. The first is
that I’m older and bolshier and less prepared to con-

cede on principles. But I think it’s more than that.
A while ago I decided to open myself up to learning
new ideas and since then I’ve been taught to extend
and think beyond the familiar, to question the obvious. I owe this renaissance to the software testing
community, in particular the Context Driven School
of Testing.
It’s why I involve myself in the wider software testing community and why I coach, mentor
and volunteer my time to software testing associations. It’s my way of giving back to a community
that has helped me re-ignite my passion and commitment to testing. I’m not the only one either. Michael
Larsen wrote a great new year’s post on the topic.
I find it inspiring to work with other testers
and if I can help a tester in some way solve a problem, ignite a thought or improve a skill than that
gives me great personal satisfaction.
I don’t have to tell you that being a software
tester can sometimes be a real challenge. Often you
face the David and Goliath scenario, where Goliath
is the rest of the product team just wanting to deliver
the damn software!
It’s important to know there is help out there,
people who will support you and share their insights and
wisdom. I use it a lot. You might want to try it too. □

“To the optimist, the glass is half full. To the pessimist, the glass is half empty. -To the good tester, the glass is twice as big as it
needs to be” - John Stevenson
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By Gil Zilberfeld

In this article we’ll review three different techniques
you and your team can learn to make sure that unit
tests don’t become a burden to your team and your
organization.
1. Do test reviews
2. Separate Unit tests from other types of tests
3. Use Good naming Conventions
Do Test Reviews

We’ve all heard of code reviews, but many of us don’t
actually do them. There are many reasons for this, but
there’s no denying that doing code reviews helps prevent bugs and maintains a higher quality codebase.
Test reviews offer the same benefits, but at
a much lower cost. To perform a test review, simply
ask one of your colleagues to review the unit tests
that you’ve written, before checking them into the
source control system. Have them look at the test
names, at the overall readability of the test, whether
it actually asserts that something is true or false and
that it makes sense in the context of your application.
Why the lower cost? Tests are very small
chunks of code with a very specific purpose– to recreate some scenario in the system, using pure code.
That makes them much more easily digestible for the
reader. Also, because unit tests inherently show the
intent of the developer solving a specific problem or
requirement, it’s much easier to discover problems
in the developer’s understanding of the requirements
or problem domain.
From my experience, test reviews can take a
tenth of the amount of time of a code review, maybe
even less.
Test reviews can help discover several situations which could lead to failed agile adoption in
your team. For example, test reviews can detect if
you do indeed do the other practices mentioned in
this article – all of which are immensely important to
the success of unit testing in your team.
We’ve also released a free tool for helping
out with test reviews if you’re working with Visual
Studio 2010 –Test Lint. As far as I know, it is the
only one of its kind.

‘We’ve all heard of code reviews, but many of us don’t
actually do them. There are
many reasons for this, but
there’s no denying that doing code reviews helps prevent bugs and maintains a
higher quality codebase.’
Separate unit tests from other types of tests

At Typemock, we try to make sure that unit tests are
written in their own projects, and not mixed in with
other types of tests. The main reason is that we want
developers to have an easy single click way to run
tests that will always pass. Since unit tests are supposed to only run in memory, and not require any
outside configuration, developers who see their unit
test project failing will likely pay more attention to
that failure and it’s less likely to fail for configuration or other false reasons. In other words, having
projects made up of just unit tests will give developers less false positives (tests that fail without there
actually being a bug in the code).
If we mix unit tests and non-unit tests with
each other, we will have more false positives and
developers will stop caring about failed tests (it is
human nature to say “ah it’s OK, it’s just a configuration problem. I’ll fix it later”).
Use good naming conventions
There are two important words here: the naming of
the tests has to be a convention used throughout the
company or project, and the naming convention has
to be good. What’s a good naming convention?
One that captures three important key data:
The thing(s) under test, the scenario they will be going
through, and the expected behavior of the system.
By leaving even one of these out of the

equation, you risk that people who read the test will
either not understand why it’s failing, or even not understanding what it’s trying to test in the first place.
Tests that are not readable will contribute to the lack
of collaboration and willpower from people who actually try to use your unit tests. If people don’t want
to use your unit tests, or maintain them, you’re on a
quick road to unit tests being a hassle and an inconvenience to your team, instead of a help.
A good naming convention we like is mentioned in Roy Osherove’s book “The Art Of Unit
Testing” (Manning, 2009). It follows the following
pattern:
Public void ThingUnderTest_Scenario_ExpectedBehavior()
{
//…
}
The underscores make it more readable and more
noticeable if the writer has left out one of the three
core parts. You’ll also find that in many Behaviour
Driven Development (BDD) frameworks, those
three key parts are always there, just sometimes in a
different arrangement.
Summary
I hope this has shed some light on the things I find
most important about real world unit testing. □
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DEFECT ARRIVAL RATE
Equation 2.

BUG
FOR SALE

What’s a defect worth?
By Robert Healy
Abstract
It is not common to consider that a software defect
could have any worth - it is not possible, for example, to buy, sell or trade faulty behaviour. Intuitively,
this cannot be true; defects are information about the
usefulness of the product. This information is valuable as it can assist in decision making. Moreover,
defects do not have a constant value as their value
is bounded by the value of the product or feature in
which they are found. Similarly a lesser defect reduces the realisable value of the software prior to
release. Using this methodology a novel defect rating system is presented and implications of using the
sum of defect value as a release criteria are discussed
in an idealised monopolistic situation.
Introduction
A decision is a “conclusion reached after consideration” [1]. Better decisions can be made when sufficient information is available. Kaner and Bach [2],
define testing as a “technical investigation of the
product under test conducted to provide stakeholders with quality related information.” In a world of
limited resources and infinite wants most decisions
involve choices between two or more options. When
a choice is made, the decision-maker must forgo the
next best alternative. In economic parlance, the benefit lost from not choosing this alternative is called
the “opportunity cost” [3]. Assessing the outcome of
the decision against the likely opportunity cost can
be a useful measure of whether the decision was a
good one. For example, if the decision is made to
release the code with the currently known defects
then the opportunity cost is for further bug-fixing

and testing.
Implicit in the decision to release a product
is the recognition that defects, both uncovered and
to be discovered, may have a negative impact on the
product and how it will be viewed by current and potential users, competitors and the wider world. Defects can have a detrimental effect on how a product
is valued. The question addressed by this paper is:
if the loss of value could have been known before
release, would the same decision be made? Just what
is each defect worth?
Observation 1:
All defects do not have the same value
According to Rice defective software cost the USA
approximately $180 billion in economic and social
costs in 2007. In 2003, a bug caused an electrical
blackout that cost between $6 billion and $10 billion
[4]. Clearly, defects in released software have real
and appreciable costs.
In the literature there are many techniques
for assessing software quality based on some count
of defects. Two of the more common metrics are the
Defect Detection Percentage (DDP) [5] and Defect
Arrival Rate (DAR); the later is sometimes used in
combination with a Weibull distribution to predict
testing completion [6].

DEFECT DETECTION PERCENTAGE
Equation 1.

DDP =

defects found by testing
total known defects

“What if” - A powerful phrase - a tester could use during #testing. @ajay184f

DDP =

defects found by testing in a
given period
total known defects
in that period

These models have their uses but are unified in the assumption that all defects are equal - that a primary gauge
should be the cumulative total not the impact of each
individual defect. A bug that could cause $6 billion in
damages is counted the same as an insignificant typo.
In more advanced defect tracking systems,
defects can be broken into discrete categories of severity, usually based on testers’ judgement. Although
an improvement over the non-categorized defects,
this system is still far from perfect, as it does not
provide a method of differentiating within categories
and poses a significant risk when a defect is assigned
incorrectly. A single sliding scale for rating defects
based on estimated potential damage post-release
would be an improvement on these methods.
Observation 2:
Defects are most valuable in-absentia
It would be almost impossible for anyone to predict,
prior to release, the true economic and social cost
of any given defect. So to create a new defect rating system the end user must be temporarily ignored
and focus must be given to the needs of the company developing the software. All software companies, whether for-profit, non-profit, individual entrepreneurs or hobbyists, wish to release software that
behaves as-described to meet some requirements or
needs. When the software is bug-free then this goal
has been achieved completely - the product will always consistently behave as expected. In an ideal
world, software could be completely tested until all
defects were removed, then the company could be
certain of user satisfaction and further development
and patches would be unnecessary. Since software
is most valuable to the company when it is defectfree, it can be concluded that defects detract from the
overall utility - that the maximum worth of any given
defect must be zero. This occurs when that defect is
no longer detected in the code.
Observation 3:
A defect’s value is a function of the value
of the features affected
Defects are a cost to a company. However, estimating this cost is difficult. There are a few rare defects
where the potential liabilities to the company could
be enormous. Most defects however, will not impose
such severe penalties. From the software development house’s perspective, the most that a defect can
be worth is equal to the total value of the software.
Again, this is intuitive, if the product crashes upon
start-up and is unusable then it’s worthless to the customer and unsellable by the company. As each new
feature is added the utility of the software should increase by an amount equivalent to the utility of the
Continued on page 6
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feature. In general, defects tend to affect the features
under development. This is unsurprising as it is the
least tested code. This truism can be used to establish
a potential maximum defect value. Since the value of
the released software is known and the added value
can be estimated these baselines can be used for assigning a value to a defect.
Observation 4:
Defects (usually) have a negative value
Product A version 1.0 is currently valued at £1. Only
two major features are being developed for version
1.1 and it is hoped that the new product will be valued at a new price of £1.20. However, a defect found
in the final week of testing means that one of the
features must be completely removed from the code.
Without the feature the value of the new product is
£1.12. Because the added-value of the feature (8p)
was lost to the company, the defect should be equal
to this cost (-8p). Lesser defects for this feature will
range between a value of 0p and -8p. The worst
defect found before release will cost the company
-£1.20 as it prevents the new version of the software
from being sold at all.
Observation 5:
A defect’s value is function of occurrence, impact
and the predicted value of the features affected
If the maximum value of a defect is zero then the
minimum value is minus the total value of the features affected. If the feature has a normalised value
of 1, for example, then the defect value must fall in
the range 0 to -1. If a defect occurs frequently and
has severe consequences that prevent the feature
functioning then the value should be close to -1. If
the defect is trivial and rarely encountered then the
value should be close to 0.
If we take the likelihood of occurrence to range
from 0 to 1, and the severity to range from 0 to 1 also
then we can estimate the value of any given defect.

DEFECT VALUE
Equation 3.
Defect Value = (Likelihood x Severity x
Value of Feaure Affected)
The advantage of providing this estimation as part
of a defect report is that it helps rate defects in terms
of importance: bugs that affect the existing product
will get addressed first and then other bugs will be
addressed in order of the most important features.
Frequent and severe defects will get fixed before rare
but severe or frequent but insignificant impact ones.
In Table 1, it is clear that defect D should get fixed
before the rest as it affects a valuable feature, is likely and severe. Similarly, an unlikely and low severity
bug for a valuable feature should get a higher priority over a likely and high severity bug for a lower
value feature but a lower priority than a severe and
likely bug in the low value feature.
Summing the total cost of the defects in the

table gives a value of -128p, this is more than the
software is worth (assuming a value of £1.20 as per
the earlier example). However almost 76% of the total damage to worth caused by defects is caused by
bug D alone, so it would be advantageous to concentrate efforts into fixing and retesting that one. Fixing the first discovered defect - A - would remove
0.0625% of the damage inflicted.

to the importance of defects, and is independent of
tester or developer effort as it does not assume idealised arrival rates.
Observation 7:
In an uncompetitive market with no other restraints or obligations software should be released
when the total cost of defects in a product is less
than the cost of fixing those defects

Observation 6:
The Total Value of Software (TVS) minus the Total
Value of Defects (TVD) in that software equals the
Net Realisable Value (NRV) of the software

Finally, one last advantage of using this method is
the ability to easily determine if a defect is worth
fixing in the time remaining before release. Since an
estimate of the cost of a defect is known, the cost of
fixing and retesting the defect can be estimated from
the cost per unit time of the developers’ and testers’
salaries times the number of time units it will take
each to fix and retest the bug. If this total cost of
fixing is greater than the cost of the defect imposes
then the bug is a definite candidate to be postponed.
Once the testing coverage seems high and the costs
of fixing are greater that the value of the defects then
the product can be seen to be ready for release. However, if a feature is required rapidly to address a competitive pressure or when a very high quality product
is required this logic may not hold - time and quality
metrics will dominate over estimated costs.

It is common to see managers presenting cumulative defect graphs with the total number of defects
opened and the total number closed plotted against a
timeline of the project. However, as discussed earlier, this information is incomplete and, at times, may
be misleading. Consider the situation where the total
defects inserted does not go up for a week but the
total defects fixed increases steadily. This could be
due to the fact that some of those defects are preventing testing progress whereas developers are choosing easy-to-fix bugs first to improve their metrics.
Based on cumulative curves, the software quality is
improving; in reality it is barely changing.
Plotting a time history of Defect Value is
likely to have significantly more peaks and valleys.
The maximum peak lying on the Total Value of Software (TVS) for the next release line as no defects are
currently opened and unfixed. The lowest valley will
be on the zero value line as a defect prevents the software from being used at all. As the code matures and
defects become fixed then the Net Realisable Value
(NRV) line should converge slightly below the total
value as difficult-to-fix and not-worth-fixing bugs
remain. This information is far more useful than the
cumulative defect graph as a tool to decide whether
the product should be released as it shows how much
of the objectives have been achieved and is sensitive

Conclusions
Defects are information about the quality of the code.
This information can be valuable. It has been common to consider all defects as having identical (or no)
worth. It has been shown through seven observations
that defects have a value based on the features affected and that this can be easily estimated based on three
parameters of occurrence, impact and feature value.
Using this data, defect prioritization and release decisions can be facilitated as an estimate of the opportunity costs of releasing a defect can be made. □
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Simmons E. When will we be done testing? Software defect arrival Modeling using the
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Table 1. Demonstration table of defects with value

ID

Likelihood of
Occurence

Severity of
Failure

A
B
C
D
E
F

0.1
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.9
0.1
0.9
0.1
0.9

Cartoon Tester: How to spot a tester cloud spotting - http://bit.ly/fU2gSt

Value of
Feature(s)
Affected (p)
8
8
8
120
120
120

Defect Value
(p)
-0.08
-6.48
-0.72
-97.2
-1.2
-10.2
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what are your
thoughts about...

well...
A TRANSPECTION BETWEEN STEPHEN HILL & AJAY BALAMURUGADAS
This is an unedited transpection session between Stephen Hill (http://pedantictester.wordpress.
com/) and Ajay Balamurugadas (http://enjoytesting.blogspot.com/).
It took place on the 7th of January 2011.
Ajay Balamurugadas (AB): Any particular topic you
have in mind?

I need password from the IS&T team which slows
down my testing

Stephen Hill (SH): Well, unless you have anything
you want to talk about, can we talk about the difference, if there is any, in our minds between an ‘incident’ and a ‘defect’?

[SH]: That’s interesting. Do you find that bugs can
sometimes point to deeper issues within the project?

[AB]: ok, you can lead.
[SH]: So, what to you is a defect? i.e. what does ‘defect’ mean to you?
[AB]: Before attending the BBST bug advocacy
course and *purposefully* not reading the ISTQB
definitions, I thought defect & bug are same - they
mean the same thing. But as per Cem, defect gives a
lot of legal meaning to the term. Or in other words,
its more of a manufacturing term - defective product.
So, I don’t know what defect actually means to me.
Defect might be something which others use to refer
to a bug.

[AB]: Bug is one kind of information. And some of
the information can (not can but might) definitely
point to some hidden information.
[SH]: One of the expressions that we often use in
Europe is that something is “just the tip of the iceberg”. It is possible that a bug in the system could
have poor design decisions taken earlier in the project as its root cause.
[AB]: Design Error maybe
[SH]: Would you consider those root causes to be issues or do you continue to treat them as bugs?
[AB]: Bugs.

[SH]: How do you see bugs now then? You mentioned that defects had a more legalistic meaning
than bugs hence the question.

[AB]: But having discovered these bugs so late is an
issue and what prevented from finding early could be
an issue - no access to test environment

[AB]: I use – Anything (in the product) that bugs
somebody (who matters) is a bug. Anything (in the
project) = issue

[AB]: Blocking feature due to programmer on leave
& hence no bugs fixed.

[AB]: Bug – Every time I exit the application, I need
to restart the machine.

[SH]: So the design error has caused a bug to be created in the system. The design error is not an issue
in itself but what led to the design error happening
in the first place is an issue. Have I understood you
correctly?

[AB]: Issue – Every time I need to restart & login,

[AB]: Yes, Issue is anything that affects the project

[SH]: Can you give me an example of each?

Critial defect found - Exploratory Testing FTW ! @pkirkham

& testing - In this case, Design error leading to many
Bugs in the design feature/GUI. Bugs - Anything
that is present in the product.
Bug - Anything that threatens the value of product
Issue - Anything that threatens the value of project
-Michael Bolton
[SH]: It’s fascinating to me the way we use terminology. I often talk about the manifestation of something
being wrong as being an ‘incident’ or ‘bug’. I then
refer to the root cause of why the bug appeared in the
first place as being an ‘issue’. One of the ways I try to
think about it is that an ‘issue’ might cause an ‘incident’ of some kind (or more than one).
Do you use the term ‘incident’ at all? “Bug” to us
in England has quite a lot of negative connotations.
We have had a few bugs that have been really positive - good features actually - and they are referred
to as incidents.
[AB]: One of the ways I try to think about it is that
an ‘issue’ might cause an ‘incident’ of some kind (or
more than one).Think of this scenario. My cube and
the printer are 300 metres apart.
[AB]: Every time I give a printout, I have to walk
600 metres. The distance, walking slows down the
testing & affects the project but might not give rise
to any bug - at least in this case
[AB]: I have never used the term ‘incident’. I read
it only here - www.buccaneerscholar.com/images/
cheesegrater.pdf
[SH]: It stems from my *whisper* ISEB *end of
whisper* days :)
[AB]: :) http://www.satisfice.com/blog/archives/172
[SH]: Where does Cem refer to his description of
“defects”? I want to have more of a read on that...
[AB]: I will have to search through the videos
[SH]: I love that cheese-grater report. Typical of
James! :D
[SH]: Ajay it’s been really good chatting to you this
evening. It’s good sometimes to discuss something
that we almost certainly have a common understanding of because it lets us see how even through
transpecting on something like that we can learn
something new or extend our understanding.
[AB]: Yes, should we transpect on something and
post it for Testing Planet?
[AB]: We might get more people interested in
Transpection
[SH]: That would be good!
[SH]: Bye!!!
[AB]: Bye :) □
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Book Review: Selenium Simplified
by Alan Richardson (Published by Compendium Developments)

WHAT IS SELENIUM?
Selenium is a tool that has developed a
strong following over the past few years. It’s
gone from a curiosity and an interesting project to becoming one of the go-to tools for
testers looking to create automated tests.
For many, though, getting up to speed with
and feeling confident in using the Selenium
family of tools has required a fair amount of
trial and error, a scramble for documentation from various sources (much of it from
blog entries and from the project site) and
working through a skewed coverage for the
Selenium IDE (a Firefox specific add-in that
allows users to create test suites that will run
inside Firefox browsers). The Selenium IDE,
however, was not created to be an all-purpose tool. Selenium developed other tools
to allow users to extend their testing capabilities to cover other browsers and leverage
the opportunities available in a programming or scripting language.

By Michael Larsen
Selenium Simplified, written by Alan Richardson,
is designed to get the budding tester beyond using
the Selenium IDE and into the nitty-gritty details of
programming tests. What’s more, Alan has written a
book that actually makes that process both fun and
engaging. The primary focus of Selenium Simplified
is programming tests in general, and learning how to
program them in Java specifically. Alan emphasizes
the reasons for using Java as the programming language early on. While there are numerous languages
testers can use (C#, Perl, PHP, Python and Ruby as
well as Java), to keep the book focused, the examples
are presented using Java running on Windows.
At close to 340 pages, Selenium Simplified
is a surprisingly quick read. The book is illustrated
thoroughly with screen shots and sample code segments, in a manner that allows the reader to see on the
page what they should be seeing on the screen (and
if they are not, have the ability to see early on if they
are veering down a side path). The book has 38 chapters, which at first sounds daunting, until you realize
that each chapter is brief and focused on achieving
a particular goal, focusing on a specific task, aspect
or examples. This makes for a more gradual but also
a more memorable association and approach to each
chapter. Alan starts us out slowly and spends a lot of

time in the first few chapters introducing the Selenium tools and the supporting players, in this case the
Eclipse programming IDE. Since so many examples
are developed in the IDE, a lot of attention is spent up
front to setting up and configuring Eclipse to be most
effective and leverage the ability of the tools to help
the tester write their tests quickly and efficiently.
As mentioned previously, the Selenium IDE
is not used as the main tool in this book. Instead,
it’s a supporting player, with emphasis made towards
creating the basic framework of tests and then converting them to Java for use in Eclipse and to drive
Selenium RC tests. Many of the examples early on
have the tester recording steps in the Selenium IDE,
converting those tests to Java, and then focusing on
creating the scripts in Java from there. Alan does not
require that the reader know anything about automated testing or for that matter how to program in Java.

This means that several of the early chapters may
feel redundant for seasoned developers and testers
with significant programming experience. For those
that do not have this level of experience, however,
the tutorial aspect of the first 8 chapters is welcome,
and helps the user feel that they are getting some
practice and understanding without feeling like they
have been thrown into the deep end.
Chapters 1 through 8 introduce the tools, help
the tester install the Selenium tools and the Eclipse IDE,
and then start on a basic set of tests. As the chapters
progress, the tester first creates tests with the Selenium
IDE and gradually focuses on filling in the areas necessary with the Eclipse environment, covering specific
aspects of Java and how Selenium has implemented
key classes and programming ideas, until the user has
Continued on page 9

AUTHOR PROFILE - MICHAEL LARSEN
Michael Larsen (on Twitter as @mkltesthead) has been the “Army of One” or “The Lone Tester”
more times than not. This viewpoint, along with advocacy for continuous education for testers,
is frequent grist for the mill that is TESTHEAD (http://mkl-testhead.blogspot.com). Michael is a
brown-belt in the Miagi-Do School of Software Testing, a member and assistant instructor with
the Association for Software Testing, producer of the “This Week in Software Testing” podcast,
and a founding member of the “Americas” Chapter of “Weekend Testing”.

Blog post: An Introduction To Selenium IDE http://bit.ly/g6qqbs
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a basic standalone test written in Java and can be run
inside of Eclipse. Through these chapters, aspects of
JUnit are discussed, and how Eclipse allows the tester to leverage the functions, methods and procedures
in JUnit for tests. In addition, many of the commands
used to help validate and verify tests, including creating
assert statements, are covered. Throughout this section,
supporting documentation is recommended, along with
URL’s to visit for further reading.
Chapter 9 is a refreshing sight, in the sense
that it is titled “What if All Goes Wrong?” Alan recognizes that for many testers, especially those for
whom programming is not second nature to, there
are a lot of things that can go wrong, and debugging
the problems can be vexing. In this section a number
of troubleshooting suggestions are given to help deal
with the frustration that a tester might feel while trying to create tests early on, and help them focus on
how to get past those errors and move forward in
their main goal, which is to create tests.
Chapter 10 introduces the tester to some
helpful tools that can assist them in focusing on the
elements in web pages and applications. Tools such
as Firebug and XPather are demonstrated, as well
as some tweaks to help get some significant performance out of the tools even for novices.
Chapters 11-13 help to get the tester into the
mindset of creating their tests and understanding a bit
of the automation mindset required to create reliable
tests, as well as get into examples of how to refactor
tests to make them more efficient and, most
likely, better written. By looking at annotations that are
used in JUnit, testers can become familiar with sections of the tests such as @Before, @After, @Test, @
BeforeClass and @AfterClass. Refactoring helps the
tester see areas where code can be reused, and methods can be combined or simplified. Additionally, in the
event of Selenium upgrades, testers can migrate their
tests with a minimum of changes and modification.
Chapters 14-16 cover the basics of HTML,
XPath and CSS formatting. These tutorials are not
extensive, but they do show a number of ways that
tests can be constructed, page elements can be examined and specific aspects of tests can be verified,
including wild cards and pattern matching.
Chapters 17-20 is a very quick introduction
to the Selenium API and the host of commands that
can be used and the arguments required to test various aspects of web pages and elements on the screen
ranging from Static HTML elements to web forms,
hidden values, changing variables, checking and unchecking boxes, entering and changing text values,
plus using Selenium commands to help verify that
elements are in a state that the test expects, creating
asserts to validate the expected states, and verify that
components and elements are where they should be
and have the values that they should.
Chapters 21-25 help the tester get their tests
out of Eclipse and running under other frameworks.
Examples described are the Ant Framework and the
Hudson Continuous Integration server, version control using Subversion, and configuring all of the pieces
so that they can play together (something that is more
involved than a brief review like this can do justice).
Chapters 26-30 give the tester the opportunity to create tests and classes that manage the server
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and start to create reusable page objects to, once again
make tests more maintainable, extend tests and re-factor the code so that tests are more readable. This section is heavy on re-factoring and showing numerous
before and after examples using page objects. Even
those who are not avid programmers can follow along
and see the changes and understand them in context.
Chapters 30-35 focus on leveraging Selenium to perform many of the most desired aspects
of automated testing, including Data Driven testing,
getting screen captures in the event of a failed test,
dealing with Dynamic HTML and handling cookies
and state changes. Again, numerous code examples
are explained in detail to help the user understand
how these aspects are implemented and how to leverage them in simple exercises.
Chapters 36-38 look to the enhancements
and changes that are going into Selenium 2.0 and
giving the tester the opportunity to create classes
and packages that will be able to work going forward
with the new 2.0 framework, again with multiple examples and exercises.
The book concludes with two Appendix sections, the first a mind map of the Selenium API and a
visual way to see where the commands and structure
fit together, and the second a way to access all of the
example code so that the user can compare notes and
see how their examples stack up (and save time get-

ting a working system put together if desired).
Selenium Simplified does something that
few books can claim, and that’s take an extensive
look at test programming and put it in the grasp of
an everyday tester. Most testers will be able to work
their way through the examples and gain a solid
understanding of the skills required to get the most
out of Selenium and implementing automated testing with the Selenium 1.0 tools. The book also gives
a glimpse at the approaches needed to move over
to Selenium 2.0 when the time comes. As a tester
who has long wanted to have a soup to nuts comparison of how to leverage the power of Selenium,
and also see additional ways to approach automating
web tests, Selenium Simplified fills a rare niche. It’s
both a beginner’s primer and an example to build on
for future development and testing. It acts as both
teacher and role model, without being overbearing
or cumbersome. What’s more, Alan takes the time
at regular intervals to encourage the reader and help
them realize just how far they have come in the process. While I am far from an expert with Selenium,
or even all that accomplished, Selenium Simplified
lives up to its name, helping to make a complex and
daunting challenge, automating tests with a robust
framework, into a process that even novices will feel
they can get their heads and hands around. □

COMPETITION

Has this book review
got you wanting to
learn Selenium? Now’s
your chance to win a
hard or digital copy of
Selenium Simplified.

WIN

!

Just tell us why you want a free copy
using one of the contact methods below...
facebook.com/softwarertestingclub
linkedin.com/in/softwaretestingclub
hashtag - #testingclub
win@softwaretestingclub.com

Dev to me: “I do not consider this to be a bug in the classical sense, but anyways I acknowledge your suggestion.” Priceless! @MaikNog
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INTRODUCING... RIYAJ SHAIKH

Cube
game and
testing
software

•
•
•

Can I complete the Rubik’s Cube as a whole?
Can I get 3 sides same colours?
Can I display letters using colours like A, B or C

Recently I had a opportunity to go into a college and
talk informally with final year students about testing.
I gave them this Rubik’s Cube game and set a mission “Test this game…”
•
•
•
•

First they were stuck. They didn’t know how to
test a physical product.
Nobody asked about time constraints? Were
they planning on doing this experiment for their
whole life time?
Very few thought about the performance and usability of the product.
Very few asked any questions at all. Questioning
is one of the most fundamental skills in testing.

Thus, this Rubik’s Cube game has helped me a lot,
both in my learning and in helping to explain software testing to others. Maybe there are other games
that could help you too? □

AUTHOR PROFILE - RIYAJ SHAIKH
By Riyaj Shaikh

Isn’t it funny?

I love the Rubik’s cube game very much. I got this game
last month. The Rubik’s cube teaches me a lot and I
wanted to share that with you. The first time I played this
game my only mission in my mind was to get just one
side complete. I tried all day but didn’t succeed. Whilst
travelling on a Bangalore bus a small kid asked me if
he could play with the cube. I’d been trying for the last
half an hour to get just two blue squares on one side. I’d
failed. The kid took just 10 seconds!

A 10 year old kid can solve a problem that I can’t?
How is this possible? Especially when I thought I was
more experienced, more intelligent and smarter than
him. Suppose an interviewer gives you a similar type
of game and you can’t solve it in time? Is it ok for
them to hire the kid who can solve the puzzle? Later
that day, I was thinking of other missions I could try.
•

Can I keep 3 red, 2 white and 3 blue on same side?

Riyaj Shaikh is Test Enthusiast and has habit
of learning new things in testing world. He
loves freedom of testing. He also likes to
demonstrate his testing skills and try to give
others something new every time, or if not,
he will definitely learn something from you.
Contact Riyaj - riyajshaikh7@gmail.com |
9762135530 | riyajs.wordpress.com

Are you having a laugh?
By Bob Sherwood
A software developer/tester convention was being
held. On the train to the convention, there were a
bunch of developer graduates and a bunch of tester
graduates. Each of the developers had his/her train
ticket. The group of testers had only ONE ticket
for all of them. The developers started laughing
and snickering. Then, one of the software testers
said, “here comes the conductor” and then all of

the testers went into the bathroom. The developers
were puzzled.
The conductor came aboard and said “tickets please” and got tickets from all the developers.
He then went to the bathroom and knocked on the
door and said “ticket please” and the testers stuck
the ticket under the door. The conductor took it and
then the testers came out of the bathroom a few minutes later. The developers felt really stupid. So, on
the way back from the convention, the group of de-

velopers had one ticket for the group. They started
snickering at the testers, as the whole group had no
tickets amongst them. Then, a tester said “Conductor
coming!” All the testers went to one bathroom. All
the developers went to another bathroom. Then, before the conductor came on board, one of the testers
left the bathroom, knocked on the other bathroom,
and said “ticket please.”
Lesson learned: Any test that passed in unit
testing can fail in system testing. □

AUTHOR PROFILE - BOB SHERWOOD
I currently work at Leicestershire County Council as an IT project manager. I am ISEB qualified up to test management level. At work I often
advise other managers on testing good practice. I’m just about to produce two in house testing courses (from scratch) covering an introduction
to testing & test management.

Blog post: Somebody Is Going To Test Your Resume http://bit.ly/h3bTwe
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A look
inside...
by Michelle Smith

PractiTest

First Impressions
The first thing that I noticed when I went to take a
look at PractiTest was the way their web site was
full of user documentation on their Test Management product. Not cluttered, but categorized and
organized information that is beneficial to learning
how to use the application. I had to pull myself away
from looking at it too much because when I went to
try it out, I wanted to see not just what it does, but
how intuitive it is for a new user.
The ease of learning and use of a product
is core to its success. For example, it is sometimes
necessary to hire temporary software testers for a
busy season. The less time spent teaching them the
tools, the more time can be spent on teaching them
about test management, the product or the skills necessary for testing the product. This is important to
the whole team because intuitive products save time/
money in training.
Starting out
I spent a few minutes entering information into the
system, from Requirements to Test Runs, without ever
having to consult the documentation. It was really quite
simple to figure out, yet it had the details I needed to get
the requirements testing covered completely.
After running through a TestSet, I took a
look at the personal Settings that are available in the
system. E-mails notifications can easily be set up
too for a variety of changes, including Issues, Tests,
Requirements Changes as well as Test Runs. These
can be for just my own or for anyone/any changes.
This comes in handy for someone who doesn’t like
to have to check for potentially duplicated issues in
the system (even though PractiTest also has a mechanism that automatically detects suspected duplicate
bugs as they are been written in the system). Getting
e-mails on the issues that are submitted by anyone
speeds up the time it takes for me to see an overall
view of the product under test and its stability and to
search out areas that might be missing coverage.
Custom Views –
a better way to manage your information
The Settings area also allows for customization of
Views which provides an easier and more flexible
way to customize the way the information is managed. More often than not, the structure of a system
is broken down into folders that generate a rigid and
inflexible distribution of the tests. The idea of hierarchical customizable views is to allow the individual

to organize the information in the system in multiple
ways (show the same tests in one tree based on the
features they test, and on a second and parallel tree
based on who they are assigned to), it also allows each
user to create his own private views and see only what
matters to him. The use of Views limits the need to
look through folders that aren’t necessary in order to
get to items quicker. In the Issues module Views also
allow testers to filter the bugs they need to work with,
they may want to see what is submitted for the other
members of the project team but not want to see what

is submitted by members of other teams.
In short, modifying Views allows the user to see the
pertinent information without the clutter of having to dig.
A helpful big picture for Test Managers
Test Managers can have customized Views that allow them to get a “big picture” of where the troublesome areas of the program are, or to take a look at the

New blog entry: Best practices for “Best practices” http://f.ast.ly/ppBw5 @mgaertne

Continued on page 13
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Continued from page 12
coverage they have for certain features. The customized Views are a great way to limit the information
that is on view to what is important to the individuals
in any given project. This is a time saver that avoids
having to “dig down” to get what each person needs
to keep track of.
Speaking of reporting, the test management
system also has some features for team reporting built
right in, which eliminates the need to have separate
spreadsheets, etc. There is a Dashboard feature that
allows customization for what items would be shown
and the availability for several different styles of
charts. This is a handy tool to determine where the
test team is and what has been or needs to be covered.
Have automated tests that you want to run and
capture the results from?
One feature that looks exciting is the support to execute automated test scripts that you run from any
home-grown or commercial tool, such as Silk, Watir,

and Selenium. This feature is geared to simplify test
reporting and bring together the overall picture for
test teams and stakeholders.
Create Custom Reports
Beyond what I see as good for team reporting, there
are also other reporting features within the system
that would make bug reviews/triages much easier.
The Reporting Center allows you to create a custom report and export it to xml, html, or pdf. This
is much easier for group reviews (whether between
development and testing, or even for reporting directly to the stakeholders) to access and quickly go
through to see what state the project/product is in.
The html report allows links within it that take the
user directly to the requirements or tests associated
with the Issue in question. This saves time in having
to search for the particular items.
Summary
Overall, the main bonuses of PractiTest have been:

•
•

•

•

Usability of the system – it’s easy to get started
Ability to customize the views that I see and the
views that my test team would see based on the
criteria entered for a public view – allows for
great communication and decision making.
Instant reporting gives a concise view of things
both to the test team (dashboard) and to the
stakeholders or those in development (report
center) – this helps everyone see where we are
right now – I can see this being used a lot!
Failed tests - the bug can be written pretty much
by itself directly into the same system that the
test lives in. This could be a huge time saver and
reminder to the tester to log bugs.

PractiTest shows a lot of potential to becoming a major
player in the test management market. They even have a
Product Feedback link at the bottom of the web page so
anyone can let them know of feature enhancements they
may want to suggest for their own workflow process.
In fact, the number one noticeable thing about them; is
their desire to work with their customers and make their
jobs easier. I look forward to seeing what’s next. □

COMPETITION

Tempted by PractiTest? Here is something your
boss will love! Win 10 licenses for 1 year (total
value $5,400!) just by asking us *nicely*...
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A unique Test Automation
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tests
Enables writing automation tests before the system is
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Combines non-GUI testing such as running API
*Only in the test automation field …
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Testers just
can’t
stop
testing
By Dele Sikuade
It has to be one of the most bizarre stories to reach
our newsdesk but we can confirm that Tess Harness,
Lead Tester at e-Cripes Inc. has developed a bizarre
psychological ailment; she just can’t stop testing
things. The condition was first noticed in a meeting
when she insisted on clicking her biro on and off.
Asked to stop making the irritating clicking noise,
she revealed to her startled colleagues that she would
gladly do so just as soon as she had determined how
many times her new EZCliK Life Biro101, ‘The
Biro with a Lifetime Guarantee’, could be clicked
before it failed in some way. At this point it was also
discovered that she had been counting the clicks for
days and was on to forty-three thousand and starting
to drool. It wasn’t until some time later that worried
colleagues managed to prise the implement from her
hand by which time she was described as “positively
frothing at the mouth and muttering ‘I’ll fail you yet
you piece of junk’ under her breath.”
The situation seemed to be getting better
and Tess’s colleagues had managed to persuade her
to limit the scope of her testing to software, though
she still could not be dissuaded from testing third
party products. Today however she overstepped the
mark when she ended a massive Call Of Duty LIVE
session by switching off the power to the building to

test the company’s UPS, which failed. Before hunting her down with his paintball gun to “shoot the
dozy tester in the head”, Chief Software Developer,
Ezon Fyre, ran a trace on Tess’s online activity.
He discovered that she had closed and reopened her Facebook, Blogr, Twitter and Gmail accounts a dozen times each and sent herself hundreds
of emails (with and without attachments and/or subject lines) in a vain attempt to deny herself service.
While the hunt was in full swing, and under heavy
paintball and Nerf gun fire, Tess seems to have started
a number of small fires in the office to see if she could
induce the sprinkler system to fail. The sprinklers
worked perfectly though all the company’s PCs are
now fried. Software Developer Bob KDR Lazenby is
reported to have broken down and cried at the sight of
smoke rising from his beloved XBox.
The newsdesk tried to get an interview with
Tess but it is proving difficult because she insists on
using voice, text and email alternately, all of which
are standard functions on her Blackberry, which
she is of course testing. The last message that we
received was when she tweeted that she had locked
herself in the machine room and was now going to
test the halon gas system, which she has suspected
for years is a bunch of empty cylinders. We’ll bring
you more just as soon as the emergency services
have declared the building safe. □

AUTHOR PROFILE - DELE SIKUADE
Dele Sikuade is a former COO, CTO and Program Director of various software development companies. He is now a member of the management team of Countersoft, makers of Gemini Project
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The eye
of a skilled
software tester
By Rikard Edgren
“You can see a lot by just looking” - Yogi Berra
Software testing is a lot more than verifying requirements. The combination of user environments, data,
intentions and preferences gives a set of potential usages that is impossible to cover by tests. You have
to look at samples, and if this is done by a skilled
manual tester you can find the important issues and
by serendipity a lot of things you didn’t know you
needed to know. The eye of the tester should have
these properties:
•
•
•
•
•
•

want to see errors
see a lot of things
look at many places
look often
focus on what’s important
be the eyes for others

There is also a mystical aspect, a talent that is seen in
many testers as they dig into details about something
that caught their attention. The ability to “smell” interesting stuff, to scent our prey, and almost be able
to breathe on the screen to provoke a crash. This
might be possible to learn, but some testers are naturals. Embrace intuition, trust your gut feelings.
Want to see errors
If you give two testers the same instructions, or
even the same detailed scripts to follow, you will
get two different results. And if a tester isn’t motivated to find problems, the result often will be a
mere “it works OK”; bugs have probably appeared,
but weren’t noticed. The existence of bugs makes
it harder to succeed with the product so the tester
subconsciously wants to see working software. This
should be overridden by the joy of finding problems
before the customers.
See a lot of things
Software isn’t just about functionality, it is also about
how the functions are performed, and how they are
experienced. At the same time as “verifying requirements”, a skilled software tester will notice usability issues, performance problems, security risks,
reliability concerns and charisma enhancements. A
skilled software tester will prepare the environment
so there is a greater chance of spotting compatibility and installation problems. The skilled tester will
spice her test execution to evaluate areas like stabil-

How nice! RT @simina_s: Just finished a paper about #agile #testing. Tweets and articles written by
@lisacrispin really helped. @lisacrispin
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ity, interoperability and concurrency; and immediately notice quality characteristics violations.
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Look at many places
The test eye can only act on what is in front of it, so it
is important to not just look at the graphical user interface. Are there APIs or command line interfaces?
What does the official and unofficial documentation
look like? What’s inside all installed files? How are
your temp and user folders doing? Are you monitoring the computer’s resources from time to time? Are
colleagues looking at each other’s work?
Look often
Software testing is most commonly practiced by doing. Let all days be testing days. See and learn many
types of defects. Look at the details, look at the whole.
Use your critical and creative thinking also outside
work. Wake up with the most splendid test idea crisp

and clear in your fresh mind. Enjoy being a tester.
Focus on what’s important
The really good tester doesn’t just find a lot of bugs,
fast. If you understand the product and the customer
needs you will have the ability to find the information
that matters, you will find bugs that the project wants
to fix, but also things that work good enough, better
than expected, or need further investigation. This skill
evolves over time, but is speeded by curiosity, collaboration, and active learning of diverse areas.
The eyes for others
System testers are among few that really use and

understand the whole product. Leverage this, be the
farseeing eyes for the team and stakeholders. If you
are lucky they will tell you what they want; and the
step to what they need shouldn’t be that far. If you
know the end users well, you can look with their eyes
as well. Testers investigate the product, we are PIs.
Close your eyes
Be aware that what you see is not what others see.
You might be wrong, so take opportunities to pair
test with someone who thinks differently. Or sharpen
your eyes with lenses, such as de Bono’s Six Thinking Hats. And extend this thinking to all your other
senses; what do you hear, smell and feel? Do you see
what I mean? □

Involve testers when creating user stories so they can plan for how they will test the resulting features. Gd idea! @dailytestingtip
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FORD ESCORT MK1

What was your f irst car?
By William Echlin
Mine was a Red Ford Escort Mk1. It was battered,
rusty and cost my dad £300. I passed my driving test
within weeks of being allowed to take the test.
With about 40 hours experience under my belt
I knew that I was as qualified as a top rally driver. When
you’re 17 years old this reasoning makes sense.
So with this newly found talent I located a
twisty country lane one night to put in a bit more rally practice. The car was not a rally car, the headlights
were covered in mud and I was driving far faster than I
should have been. I crashed the car into a ditch.
That was the longest walk home of my life.
Not long as in distance. Long as in the length of time
I had to worry about my dad’s probable reaction.
As I opened the front door of our house I
realised that I’d spent so much time worrying that I
hadn’t come up with an excuse. I had no excuse! So
I just told it as it was and waited for the explosion.
His response was quick: “Are you okay? That is all
that matters!”
I’d just written off £300 worth of car and
all my dad was concerned with was that I was okay.
This confused me. This wasn’t going as expected.
By my thinking I should have been grounded for at

least a month by now. I quickly reasoned that this
meant three things:
1. he didn’t know how bad the car was.
2. he cared more about me than I’d realised.
3. I was off the hook. Fantastic!
What has this got to do with software testing and
planning? Well I read an article a while back that
compared driving a car at night to running a software
development project. The headlights were the software test team. The software test team illuminates
the way. They show everyone where you are and
where you are going. The more pot holes you are
lighting up the more issues the rest of the team can

deal with in good time.
Well that night, the headlights were dirty, the
car was going quicker than the driver could manage
and I hadn’t read the map. In software development
terms it meant there wasn’t enough energy in the test
team and that the manager couldn’t handle the pace
of the project. Oh, and no one had written, or even
looked at, the test plan.
The more energy the test team have, and
the brighter the test team shine those lights, the
higher the chances are that you’ll keep the project
on the road.
For me, now that I have children of my own,
I can finally understand why my dad let me off that
night. The car really didn’t matter. □
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TESTERS’ ACTIVITY FROM THE BLOGOSPHERE

STC Carnival of
Testers March 2011
SHAKESPEARE
“Blow, blow, thou winter wind,
Thou art not so unkind
As man’s ingratitude”
With the approach of spring in the northern hemisphere let us show gratitude to some interesting,
inspiring, insightful, inventive writing that has kept
some of the winter out of mind.

The autumn also saw the rise of a new group
in the Netherlands. A group of Dutch testers (Michel
Kraaij, Ruud Cox, Huib Schoots, Jeroen Rosink, Zeger van Hese, Ray Oei and Peter Simon Schrijver) felt
it was their “Dew T” to form DEWT (the Dutch Exploratory Workshop on Testing). Their first comprehensive write-up can be found here.
Observations
•

Peer Conferences

•

There has been an emergence of more peer conferences in Europe (in addition to LEWT) following the
LAWST model.
A sunny autumn saw the first Swedish Workshop on Exploratory testing take place. A group of
enthusiastic testers gathered to discuss exploratory
testing. Write-ups from James Bach, Simon Morley,
Rikard Edgren, Henrik Emilsson, Martin Jansson,
Oscar Cosmo and Christin Wiedeman can be found
here, here, here, here and here.
Keep a lookout for the write-ups coming
from the 2nd SWET in the spring!

•
•
•
•
•
•

The next time you hear someone blaming the
tools, think of Michele Smith’s observations.
Marlena Compton writes about a very important
aspect to her learning – being bi-testual.
Some great group testing in the corridor - as observed by Jon Bach.
A comprehensive piece from Martin Jansson on
‘broken window theory’ as applied to testing.
Lest we forget that there exist myths around
software testing, Alan Myrvold presents his list.
Aaron Hodder presents his name for ‘demo effect’ bugs, here.
In case you missed it, Tobbe Ryber was giving
back to the community, with a pdf version of his
very readable book on test design, here.
The dangers of having “Tester” on one’s license

•

plate was demonstrated by James Bach.
A new term – Test Framing - showed up in the
autumn, courtesy of Michael Bolton.
Smile...

•
•
•
•

Erik Lonnrot gave us a new metric, beshaftitude.
Communication problems? Well, Zeger Van Hese
points us in the direction of a master communicator.
Justin Hunter presents aspects of combinatorial
test design in a fun way.
A new type of checking disorder was described
by Pradeep Soundararajan.
New Pens

Some new bloggers have popped up since the last
STC carnival. All worth checking out:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elena Houser and her trigger to start blogging.
Wade Wachs on why we test.
Christin Wiedeman on thinking about threads.
Kristjan Uba on his experience with Rapid Software Testing.
Anders Dinsen on taking Rapid Software Testing.
Pete Houghton on Heurism.
Del Dewar on learning.
“Esther the Tester” on breeds of tester.

And last, but not least, Weekend Testing started up in
the Americas and during weeknights.
Ok, roll on spring... □

R. WILLIAMS
“Spring is nature’s way of saying, Let’s Party!”

Show Stopper
QUESTION ONE
I’m a mid age immigrant, former rocket scientist, a failed rockstar - how can I begin a career in
testing? How do I know I have what it takes?

ANSWER: MICHAEL LARSEN - http://mkl-testhead.blogspot.com/
Wow, with that background, it sounds like you
have the perfect credentials to be a tester (ability
to look at situations with varying perspectives, a
technical expertise that can be leveraged to help with
understanding other technical aspects, and a dash
of showmanship... never underestimate the value of

a performing musician in the testing world, you’ll
draw on it way more often than you think!). Beyond
the significant talents you already bring to the table,
you have to decide a couple of other things, such as:
Continued on page 22

Weekend testing facilitation experience report for Corkboard available @can_test @timothyjcoulter http://bit.ly/fuKoE4
#weekendtesting @mpkhosla
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1. Do I have the ability and the desire to “wing it”
when it comes to looking at a potential problem?
If there is no script, can I make my own path,
and help “find the pain”? If so, you just might
have promise as a tester.
2. Can I look at an application and say “you know
what, I think there might be an error here if I do
[fill in the blank]. Does something like that give
you a charge of excitement? Then you just might
be a tester in the making.
3. Do you have a willingness to deal with ambiguity, and to work in situations where your ability to
adapt to changing situations might be a lifesaver?
If so, you just may have tester DNA in you.
Outside of these areas, a willingness to get into the
head of a user and try to find the places that a developer or other testers might not can help you develop the chops to maker testing a full time gig. At
the end of the day, though, realize it isn’t all glamorous. It’s often hard work, with a lot of repetition
and rigor, but if you can handle that, then look for
opportunities to get out and learn a bit about testing.
Join some groups that are passionate about testing
(like the Software Testing Club or the Association
for Software Testing). Hang out with software developers and other testers and get their ideas and opinions (really, they’re a surprisingly giving group of
people, and are often happy to share both expertise
and known traps). Look for meet-ups based around
technologies or areas that interest you. Consider
contributing to crowdsource opportunities like uTest. Mostly, explore and learn, and see if testing fits
for you. If so, look for more opportunities to participate, and build your body of work.

ANSWER: PERZE ABABA
http://www.twitter.com/perze
1. Read, Read, Read
2. Practice, Practice, Practice
We have enough material available online and in
books to get you started on a testing career. Standouts
include blogs/articles from Michael Bolton, James
Bach, Cem Kaner, etc. For starters, you can also
read Lessons Learned in Software Testing by
Kaner, Pettichord and Bach, Perfect Software: And
Other Illusions about Testing by Gerald Weinberg.
Part 2 is practice, you can’t master a craft if
you don’t have the means to do it. The good news is, the
Weekend/Weeknight Testers initiative does that. They
give you the ability to practice a real life application with
your peers of various levels of experiences.
In this line of work, you can’t be a tester if
you don’t test.

ANSWER: PAUL CARVALHO
http://www.staqs.com
Why do you want to test? What is it that attracts
you to it?
Have you searched the internet to see what
web sites, articles, books, blogs, conferences or peer

networks are available to help you learn more?
No? If not, then testing is not for you. Go do
something else.
If you have, then you have what it takes.
Congratulations! Take an active role in your learning
and education in the field. Find roles and jobs that
challenge you to learn more and try new techniques
and approaches. Attend Peer networking events or
conferences and get to know some of the people
behind the words that you read on the internet and to
share/discuss what you have learned so far.
Everyone you meet will have something to
teach you. Will you have an open mind?

ANSWER: NAVEED SALEEM
Twitter - @naveedsaleem
To be a good tester a person should have at least:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Analytical Skill
Observation Skills
Learning Skills
Communication Skills

If you posses above skills you can surely be good tester.

ANSWER: MARC MORRELL
Twitter - @starwarsfans
I think if you can get your foot in the door by using the
rocket scientist card, you can prove that you are detailoriented, organized, and able to work with developers
in a team environment, you should be fine. Even if you
can only start with manual testing, then work your way
up to learning and using testing tools, you can show
you are willing to be the best you can be.

ANSWER: ADAM BROWN
Twitter - @brownie490
If there’s one thing the testing community is crying
out for at the minute it is a middle aged immigrant,
former rocket scientist and failed rock star! One
thing I love about this industry is that there is no
set mould for the skills and qualities that a Software
Tester should have. You might find that, as bizarre as
this sounds, your range of jobs and experiences help
you tremendously in your testing career!

ANSWER: AJAY BALAMURUGADAS
Twitter - @ajay184f
You can participate in Weekend Testing sessions and
see if you like them. Rocket Scientist - I am assuming
that you already have few important skills required
for software testing.

QUESTION TWO
Our developer takes bug reports ever so
personally, how should I deal with him?

The Diary of a Test Manager - http://bit.ly/i2AF7i

ANSWER: MICHAEL LARSEN
http://mkl-testhead.blogspot.com/
When bug reports are written as personal, then it’s
possible that they will take them as such. While it’s
tempting to look and say “oh, grow up, already”,
that’s rarely a helpful course of action. Where
possible, word your bugs to where you are focusing
on the issue, and show that you are being an advocate
for the issue being presented. Avoid antagonistic
comments in your bugs, and stick to the facts. The
developer in question may be a wonderful person,
but unfortunately, there are mistakes in the code.
Deal with the mistakes in the code, and provide solid
feedback that helps to resolve the issues. Remember,
it’s not the person that files the most bugs that shows
they are a great tester, it’s the one that files the right
bugs and then helps see to it that the right bugs get
fixed that shows they are a great tester.

ANSWER: PERZE ABABA
http://www.twitter.com/perze
A bug is a bug is a bug is a bug.
Bug advocacy is a pain especially if the team
doesn’t come to terms with what the actual problem
is. Ask yourself if the developer is taking a ticket
too personal because he/she does not understand the
issue at hand? Is your bug report readable? Can it be
understood in a single reading? Do you have enough
information to replicate the issue.
If a developer is being difficult just for the
sake of being a jerk then talk to your manager so
he/she can talk to that developer’s manager and that
developer’s manager can lay the smackdown on him.
See, a manager is good for something.
Everyone in your team is PAID to do their work,
there is no reason for them not to address an issue.

ANSWER: PAUL CARVALHO
http://www.staqs.com
There are many facets to answering this question. I
would begin by trying to build a relationship with
the developer and try to get know him better. What
does he like? What are his strengths? His concerns?
and so on.
Ask yourself if this person has a major
problem receiving any kind of feedback or if it’s
only when you report bugs. Maybe it’s the way _
you_ report bugs.
When I discover _something unexpected_
(note I don’t use the word ‘bug’ at this time) in the
AUT/SUT, I start by double-checking what I did to
get the problem.
If I am pretty sure about what I saw, I approach
the developer and ask him/her if they can help me
understand the behaviour that I am seeing in the AUT.
I approach the conversation from the perspective that
I am seeking out their knowledge/expertise to help me
figure out if I did something wrong.
Any good tester should always assume that
they did something wrong - they configured
Continued on page 23
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something incorrectly or didn’t understand the
functionality in some way. It is an application *in
development* after all, so it is very likely that you
didn’t understand something correctly.
This, therefore, is always the first thing I try
to rule out. So, this is what I ask the developer to
help me learn and understand about the system.
I walk the developer through the steps I
performed, and describe my expectations based on
the relevant Oracles. In the process of having the
developer explain to me their understanding of the
system, we come to an understanding of the problem
- usually enhanced with the developer’s more detailed
technical understanding of the underlying code.
At this point, I usually find that the developer
is really quite excited to fix the problem as they have
been a part of the process of identifying it.
When I have clarified what the problem is, I will
return to my desk and log a bug report if that’s what I
need to do. The developer usually asks me to create the
report and put in the details that we talked about.
I have never been in a position where the
developer has taken bug reports personally when I
include them in the problem identification process.

ANSWER: NAVEED SALEEM
Twitter - @naveedsaleem
You need to convince developer, that bugs will help
improving quality of his work, after he got your
point. He will personally suggest you scenarios for
expected bugs... :)

ANSWER: MARC MORRELL
Twitter - @starwarsfans
A developers job is to create the functionality as
required. The best kind of developer is the one who
does a lot of unit testing before handing off to QA.
Even with that, there’s bound to be something that QA
finds. The developers that accept that as part of the
job, and forge a good relationship with QA, are the
best ones to have on your staff. For those that take it
personally, they need a manager that puts them in their
proper place. Get over yourself - it’s part of the job.

ANSWER: ADAM BROWN
Twitter - @brownie490
Bug reports can be cold, hard and to the point
documents. Are you just sending your developer
a list of bugs at the end of the day? Talk to your
developer before raising a bug in a way that says
ìHey, this might be something that I’m doing wrong
here, can I show you and we’ll see if it’s a problem?î
They might react a bit better to this than saying ‘I’ve
found X, Y and Z wrong with your application’.

ANSWER: AJAY BALAMURUGADAS
Twitter - @ajay184f
Try appreciating his work. I would say that building
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the relationship between you & the developer is
important. At the same time, are you sure that your
bug reports are not attacking him? Why not have
a look at Bug Advocacy course at http://www.
testingeducation.org/BBST/#tab4

QUESTION THREE
I can never get home on time. There are too
many test cases to execute and constant
pressure to raise bugs and close bugs. I like
testing but I can’t cope with the stress.

ANSWER: MICHAEL LARSEN
http://mkl-testhead.blogspot.com/
My first question would be “who has set this
expectation?” If it’s management, then you may ned
to help encourage processes that allow for a realistic
and sustainable qwork pace, and show that you and
the testing group are discovering and recommending
fixes as a good clip during regular hours (contrary
to popular belief, more hours != more quality bugs,
unless by more bugs we refer to a shoddy and nonfocused testing process. A tester would be better
serving the company they work for to not be always
looking for quantity of bugs, but to find the bugs
that would be the most pressing and damaging to
the company were they to be released into the wild.
Getting that balance right is, well, a balancing act,
but you as the tester have the right and the obligation
to help set the expectation. If the expectation is
unrealistic, work to educate the group as to how
the testing can be more effective. IF they aren’t
willing to listen, consider “looking for new testing
opportunity” high on your priority list.

ANSWER: PERZE ABABA
http://www.twitter.com/perze
Communicate to the right people. Testing is a team effort
and every member in the team strives to achieve the
quality of a product that you are working on. When I say
team, I meant everyone (Product, PMs, Dev, Systems and
Testers). When one piece in the lifecycle starts to suffer,
someone, somewhere upstream is not doing their job and
everything else has to suffer because of that. Reach out to
the other members of the team and evaluate.
Don’t hesitate to bring these issues up
on your 1-on-1’s with your manager, if you don’t
have a 1-on-1 with him/her, ask for it. Once again,
communicate (to the right people).

ANSWER: PAUL CARVALHO
http://www.staqs.com
Update your resume and leave. The environment you are
in is poisoning you and what you love.
Testing is not about taking you away from
home life, about pressuring you to do pointless
things or to suck away your passion. Evil bosses
who shouldn’t be doing anything more than running
toddler beauty pageants do that.
There are better opportunities and environments out

Accessibility: Pairing with a blind consultant - http://bit.ly/hp2c03

there. Go find an employer that isn’t relying on slave labour.
If you like testing, find an employer who
values your systems and critical thinking skills, one
who values learning and the health and safety of their
employees, one who values quality in its many forms
and not just the dedication to a schedule deadline in a
pointless waterfall project.
Follow the “law of 2 feet.” If you aren’t happy,
get up and move to something else. You control your life.
Find an employer who values people, not “resources.”
Testing under constraints can lead to innovations.
Testing under constant pressure and stress is soul-sucking
and these kinds of employers should be jailed in my opinion.

ANSWER: NAVEED SALEEM
Twitter - @naveedsaleem
Thats not any problem at all, you can be bit tricky
to execute more test cases with little effort by using
different tools & technologies. Don’t take stress be
relax and try to make things in tricky way.

ANSWER: MARC MORRELL
Twitter - @starwarsfans
Don’t be stressed. The best you can do is report
everything you find over the time you have.
Organizations that force their workers to work
overtime, instead of properly planning out the project
for 8-hour days, are not the organizations with which
you want to be involved. You can NEVER achieve
100% coverage because you are never given enough
time and resources in QA to accomplish that. Target
the highest priority/severity functionality first, and if
time permits, move to the lesser important pieces.

ANSWER: ADAM BROWN
Twitter - @brownie490
Sounds like you need another job! Who is giving
you the pressure to raise bugs? If this is by senior
management or your Test manager, it sounds as
though they donít know a great deal about testing.
Their shouldnít be any pressure to raise bugs. We
raise bugs, but thatís not all that we do. Raising a bug
is something that happens when we find a potential
problem, not because weíre forced to raise them.
Consider reviewing some of those test cases.
Are they needed? Can they be automated? It might
be that you have 1,000 test cases, but realise that 500
of them are utter baloney! It almost sounds like you
are running them on a daily basis, is this needed?

ANSWER: AJAY BALAMURUGADAS
Twitter - @ajay184f
I fell into this trap early in my career. I could not
complete 100% execution - test cases were many
& bugs were also hard to find. Are you allowed to
stay late or work early when no one is monitoring
you? Use that time to find bugs without following
the test cases. Find them and log them. This gives
you information about the product and helps you to
mark test cases pass/fail. □
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CHAT: USING PERSONAS IN TESTING

Chat: Using Personas in Testing
ROSIE SHERRY

James Christie: I think putting personas up on the wall to
remind people about them is common, It seems a good idea.

I’ve long had a desire to connect UX with the testing world. UXers seem to love to get people to
test their ideas and designs, but they always seem to call upon normal users. Why not professional testers? I’m convinced that us testers can add value and provide feedback on the work
that is produced from a UX consultation/project/activity. So, I thought, it would be good to
break it down into bite size chunks.

Darren McMillan: Our teams main problem in our
company is that we don’t know our end user. Working
in a CRM environment building an OOTB product
which is then customized for our clients by other project teams, it’s difficult.

Starting with “How can the personas be used by a test team?” Here is an example of a persona:
http://www.uxforthemasses.com/personas/ I don’t claim to have the answers, hence the chat :)

I’ve tried to get real end users in for Usability Evaluations in the past but sadly management has felt it’s
cheaper to use internal people. Which in itself is not a
bad thing. It does make building a group of personas
difficult. It’ll be a bridge we’ll need to close at some
point though.

Questions that spring to mind: How can personas be used for testing software? / Does it leave a trail of
documentation that can be reviewed by testers? / How can any of this be used to generate test ideas?
James Christie: I strongly agree with you about connecting UX and testing & with the whole of s/w development. I think both sides have been happy to pretend they don’t really need to worry about the other.
It’s been convenient, but very damaging.

user would expect x or y to happen” but the arguer is
thinking about a different persona. For example there is
the view that API users must be expert programmers...

annabaik: My current workplace is the first place
I’ve come across them: our product owner has created some, and they’re on the wiki for new employees
to read as an intro. I think they’re great.

Annabaik: Has anyone used personas at work?

annabaik: Darren - OOTB?

Markus Gärtner: Soap Opera Testing can make a
big bunch out of personas for testing.

Darren McMillan: Out Of The Box.

Rosie Sherry: Soap Opera Testing?

Del Dewar: Interesting concept. Our business analysts are using the term (UX) more and more these
days, but I don’t believe they’ve thought about personas too much.

Markus Gärtner: in soap opera testing the idea is to
come up with test ideas and scenarios which read like
a soap opera.

Stephen Hill: We don’t use ‘personas’ as such but we
do try to be more specific about the type of user and
what characteristics that user will probably have.

Markus Gärtner: if you got personas, you can see
how your soap opera aligns to it.

Stephen Hill: I would love to try it properly though.

James Christie: Did I???

Stephen Hill: The way we do it is via the User Stories to pre-empt the argument that the ‘wrong’ user is
doing an action.

Stephen Hill: The crux of the thing is being able to
think yourself into the role of the ‘user’.

Rosie Sherry: @markus any examples or references
to Soap Opera Testing?
Markus Gärtner: read this one on soap opera testing
http://www.logigear.com/resource-center/softwaretesting-articles-by-logigear-staff/246-soap-operatesting.html
Markus Gärtner: we used it once in weekend testing
to come up with test ideas an unusual scenarios.
Markus Gärtner: you can find out challenge with a
link to the EWT session here: http://testing-challenges.org/Scenario+Maps&highlight=soap%20opera
James Christie: I like the soap opera concept. If
you’re thinking along those lines you won’t make the
fundamental error of assuming that all users are rational, intelligent and responsible. Soap opera characters
have weird behaviour and characteristics, and so can
real users.
Stephen Hill: I think it is really important to connect
the UX with the whole software design process.
Stephen Hill: Too often I hear the argument that “the

Mr Fails - http://bit.ly/fgjDF9

Rosie Sherry: @stephen how do you know who your
users are?
annabaik: James: I also think personas help remind
people that using your app isn’t their sole purpose in
life - that they have distractions, other things that are
more important to them than paying attention to the
“small print” on the tool you’re providing to them.
James Christie: Anna - I’ve never used them as a
tester, though I’d love to. I did use them (in effect)
as a computer auditor, when I was auditing apps to
see how I could break/abuse/defraud them. I’d think
myself into the character and role of a dishonest employee. It was very informal & unstructured though.
But VERY useful.
Markus Gärtner: Recently I was at a client who had
posted their personas on posters all around the building.
Stephen Hill: We do it via the User Stories and we
have a description of the type of user we are aiming at.

James Christie: Anna - do you have bad (i.e. evil,
not poorly designed) ones, or are they all nice sensible ones who won’t challenge the application much?
Stephen Hill: Yes James has hit on an important
point above.

Darren McMillan: We have used personas in the
past to help build a screen reader compliant platform
& it worked well. Not everyone bought into the idea
though; some felt they were silly. I guess it depends
on how you go about getting team buy in.
Stephen Hill: One of the hardest things sometimes
as a tester can be to do that mindset shift if you are
trying to think yourself into the position of someone
really naive.
Del Dewar: Interesting point about CRMs Darren One could argue the agents are the ‘users’ but then
you could also say that about the customer’s they’re
talking to on the phone.
Darren McMillan: Yup Del, something I had the joy
of experiencing the other week when we did a usability evaluation with our new text chat channel. Half
played the role of a contact center agents & the other
half as customers requesting text chats via a live help
console.
Stephen Hill: CRMs also have gateways very often now so
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that customers can look at their account details for example.
Darren McMillan: Very useful & gave us some excellent feedback, much which got done in the next few
days, with the other important ones being planned in
for a later release.
James Christie: Alan Cooper came out with a line I
like and remember about personas. They have to be
precise, but they don’t have to be accurate. You have to
flesh out the detail to try and understand them, but you
don’t need to agonise about whether there really are a
load of people just like that.
Rosie Sherry: So, I guess, in reality ‘personas’ exist
in many different forms.
Stephen Hill: Yes, I think so Rosie.
Rosie Sherry: UX people would like to think they exist on an A4 piece of paper, but the reality is different.
Rosie Sherry: Persona information can be taken from
lots of different locations, who cares to suggest some?
Stephen Hill: The Helpdesk can be a very good
source of persona information. So can sales agents on
site visits.
annabaik: Marketing material.
Del Dewar: One could simply say that the use of personas is another way of employing a variety of heuristics when testing.
James Christie: If anyone is looking for a very
readable extended rant about usability & advice
on using personas I’d recommend “the inmates are
running the asylum” by Alan Cooper. http://www.amazon.co.uk/Inmates-are-Running-Asylum-High-tech/
dp/0672326140/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid
=1295558073&sr=8-1
annabaik: From working in a callcentre, agents talk a
lot about how to handle different types of customers.
James Christie: But should the testers be defining
the personas, or should we be challenging the designers to do it, and then working with them? If we do it
ourselves the danger is that the designers will sulk
and say “they’re not right”.
Rosie Sherry: @james I don’t think we should be doing it.

Rosie Sherry: I’ve always thought that it is information that can enhance the testers knowledge and understanding, which will then help generate test ideas.

tests - acceptance tests - for it. While doing so, we
noticed that we should maybe slice down the story to
four, while some assumptions were unclear.

annabaik: As a tester, I wouldn’t say I should be defining our market, but seeking to understand what it is.

Stephen Hill: So, Markus, do you think networking
comes into this then?

Stephen Hill: Yes. But if you find a UX defect once
the system is in testing isn’t that a bit late?

James Christie: Markus is right about the need for
early usability evaluation. I dug out this blog by Anders Ramsay, on which I commented. He’s complaining about the attitude of UX people, thinking they can
ignore the functionality and just look at the UI. http://
www.andersramsay.com/2009/07/16/designing-beyond-the-surface-layer

Rosie Sherry: @stephen hence trying to find the defect before it is in the system, using personas.
annabaik: Stephen - what does “in testing” mean to you?
James Christie: Someone once said to me - there’s
no such thing as usability testing. It’s all just design,
and making sure you get the design right. That means
testers and designers working together evaluating
successive designs through several iterations.
Darren McMillan: I think that the main problem
from our experience with them James, they were done
by one person. Getting buy in to any new idea is half
the battle. Sure you can push push push & if it’s a
really good idea it might work out for you. If you involve others & get the buy in you need from the team
you’ll more likely succeed.
Markus Gärtner: “in testing” should be a banned
phrase. It’s rather “while testing” instead.
annabaik: For me, testing starts as soon as we start
talking about stuff.
Stephen Hill: Sorry Anna “in testing” means that the
app/module has been designed and implemented and
handed over to testing.
Markus Gärtner: and you can do testing throughout the
project, as early as an idea rises, you can test that idea.
Stephen Hill: I stand corrected Markus - thanks!
James Christie: The UX profession have made a
MASSIVE error relying too heavily on usability testing at the end of the development. There was a huge
fallacy about the separability of the user interface and
the functionality.
Stephen Hill: Agreed James.

Stephen Hill: I think we need to be careful about limiting personas just to testing.

Markus Gärtner: you can verify your assumptions
very early in the project lifecycle by doing a google
search. By putting something on your blog, whatever.

annabaik: Surely personas are part of defining your
desired market? I.e. not necessarily just your current
users, but who you’re aiming to attract.

annabaik: Agreed Markus, in fact I’d say I think my
best “bugs” are never logged, but come out in the
early discussions.

Stephen Hill: Personas should be considered, IMO,
throughout the development lifecycle.

Markus Gärtner: Kent Beck explained the ideas behind Lean start-ups like this to me (at least I understood
them so). Another example is testing a user story.

James Christie: Yes, Anna.
Stephen Hill: From design and upwards.

Markus Gärtner: we sat down at a client today and
discussed a user story, and tried to come up with story

How Google Tests Software – Part One: By James Whittaker http://bit.ly/ecqEAr

Stephen Hill: Should we be aiming to build as wide
a circle of contacts as possible from as many disciplines as possible? So that we have a range of people
we can quiz about our ideas?
Markus Gärtner: no, Stephen, not necessarily.
Markus Gärtner: sometimes you can validate
whether or not it’s a good idea to build an online dating platform for fishes by doing a quick google search
to see the potential competition.
James Christie: Stephen - I think you’re right about
networking across disciplines. Why do you think it’s
not necessary Markus? Or have I got confused?
Markus Gärtner: you can then build a basic webpage
for example. And try to get your ux as lightweight
as possible. You can validate your ux by putting up
a static page. You can validate by offering a button
“click here if you want to pay for this” and ending up
in “sorry, we’re not finished with paying, you may use
it for free for now”. You can test your ux by bringing
in page analysis to your dating platform and notice
click patterns. Then you have real data from real users
as well, from the live system. This information you
can use to inform your next designs incrementally.
Darren McMillan: Of course you can exercise a persona’s prior to any code has been written.
1. Take some decent requirements with wireframes
for your screens if you’re lucky.
2. Stick your landing page (wireframe) for the new
feature in a html page.
3. Add any navigation links in that wireframe as
html links on the bottom of the page. Those links
will take you to the other wireframes.
4. Before you know it you have an end to end feature to test from nothing but requirements.
5. Apply personas
6. Get a group together a walk through the feature
in those personas
You can also do the same by simply printing the
wireframes out and placing them along a wall. Prior
method is more usable IMHO.
Del Dewar: Good point, Markus. I like that idea.
annabaik: I’m reading Crossing the Chasm at the
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moment, which talks about the difficulty of moving
your product from appealing to early adopters, to
mass market...
Markus Gärtner: the only problem left is that you
might want to consider that your customers will change
over time from the early adopters to the early majority
and those your usage patterns will change as well.
James Christie: Using static pages, or wireframes, or
paper prototyping is good for testing the UI, but not for
the whole User Experience, which needs the functionality. I think Anders’ blog addresses that well.
Markus Gärtner: now, the more interesting thing
would be, what do you do in order to test within this
context? This distracts the conversation from the personas, probably, so I would rather postpone that discussion to a later conversation :)
Stephen Hill: Yes, the User Experience is not just the
User Interface!
Markus Gärtner: well, how do you think facebook
came up with the like buttons? :)
Rosie Sherry: I hate Like buttons. You gotta like stuff
even if you don’t like it.
Markus Gärtner: the point is another one. It’s a game.
You collect “likes” that way.
James Christie: Markus - what was your Facebook
comment in reply to?

James Christie: I’m not denigrating static testing
of interfaces. It’s just that I think there has been far
too much reliance on it. Many people in UX have assumed that was all they needed to do until the final
user testing when it was too late to change.
Darren McMillan: in my experience if you don’t do
UX right 1st time it’s difficult to push later changes through as they are seen as unneeded cost at that
point. Even if they will make a big change.
Markus Gärtner: do you have an example for that?
annabaik: Didn’t Amazon manage to save some colossal amount with one tiny change to checkout?
Stephen Hill: My experience is similar to James’ and Darren’s. Look at the UX at Heathrow Airport Terminal 5.
Rosie Sherry: businesses should evaluate customer
happiness, if customer is sad then some sort of priority should be given to understanding why.
Darren McMillan: I guess it’s down to the product.
For us we build, sell, customise & ship. It’s the initial
build where all our UX needs to get done. After that
no one’s buying it as that new features been done.
Rosie Sherry: I like to think all the best businesses
are the ones that adapt.
Darren McMillan: that’s why it’s hard for me to
push a change. Not impossible, just difficult.

Del Dewar: facebook is an interesting example. Each
time they change their layout, there’s an uproar.

Markus Gärtner: ok, so what did the other airport
that Mary Poppendieck mentioned in her blog entry
do differently to Heathrow Terminal 5?

Markus Gärtner: in reply to the user experience.

With regard to UX

annabaik: http://framethink.wordpress
.com/2011/01/17/ how-facebook-ships-code/

Darren McMillan: that’s a good example Markus,
it’s selling that model to the company that’s hard.

annabaik: Interesting read.

annabaik: Ah - this is the article I was thinking of: http://
www.uie.com/articles/three_hund_million_button/

Rosie Sherry: uproars (online feedback) is another
way to gather persona feedback.
Markus Gärtner: you can evaluate likes and see
what people use it for. You can use like bots on your
blog to see what attracts people.
Darren McMillan: that’s why it pays well to be as
correct as possible 1st time.
Markus Gärtner: that’s feedback you can use to
strengthen your user experience.
Darren McMillan: how often will the business pay
to revisit UX for a feature?
Darren McMillan: if the customer demands it e.g.
withholds payment they might.
Markus Gärtner: well, how often do you validate
your ux assumptions? :)

Darren McMillan: but as the Chinese showed it’s
very worthwhile.
Rosie Sherry: We shouldn’t expect UX to get it right.
The important thing is to adapt...and we need to work
together to adapt...?

James Christie: So it seems to me that our experience
as a group is that we’re used to IT developers/testers doing it all themselves. UX people still seem to work separately, on different types of development in which they
handle all the “testing” themselves, which is what Rosie
was complaining about when she set this up.
Darren McMillan: Look at UX early on when requirements are being done/finished.
Rosie Sherry: @Darren what do you mean by ‘look’?
Darren McMillan: Rosie by look I mean mock up your
feature from requirements and walk through it using personas or just your gut feeling. I talked previously about
this, scroll back you’ll see a numbered list. I think to do it
right you need group involvement. No one person can say,
yeah that will work, that’s the correct process.
Stephen Hill: Think through the user experience of
the process being set up. By that I mean think through
what the user experience should be to solve whatever
problem it is that we are facing.
annabaik: It gives you something to point at when
you’re saying “this violates user expectations”.
James Christie: Testers have to be involved early,
and in formative evaluation to make sure we’re helping to shape the product, buy providing information
about its usability. Markus was right about static evaluations of wireframes etc.
James Christie: Nielsen’s Discount Usability Evaluation is worth looking at. It’s meant to be quick, cheap
and early.
Stephen Hill: Should we be encouraging getting UX pros
onto the project team? That way testing and dev get feedback on what the UX guys are thinking and vice versa.
annabaik: On 20/01/2011, at 21:47, Stephen Hill
wrote: Or, alternatively - should we be encouraging
the project team to develop UX skills/knowledge?
Stephen Hill: That’s certainly another way of doing it.
Rosie Sherry: Stephen: often it is a case of getting
testers onto the project/design/ux team.
Stephen Hill: @Rosie: Sure. I was thinking about
testers already being on the project team ;-)

Markus Gärtner: we need to stop thinking in separates just because our mind likes to do so.

Del Dewar: Obvious question from my management
would be - UX Pro - Is that a special kind of tester?

Markus Gärtner: the more hand-offs, the more invalidated decisions we pile up, the more we are endangering our project to failure.

Rosie Sherry: There should be some common level
of understanding of everyone’s roles. I don’t code as
a tester, but I try to understand what the developer
does. I don’t do UX design, but I have an interest in
what UX people do.

Rosie Sherry: practical suggestions of how testers
can use the above to test better?
Darren McMillan: Actually get involved with real users?
Do usability evaluations...
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James Christie: If there are UX people available
then get them onto the project and involved as early as possible. If there aren’t any, then Anna’s right
about getting others to skill up in UX techniques. □
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